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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF NORMANDY FLOOD FORUM HELD ON FRIDAY 8 

NOVEMBER 2019, AT EMANUAL CHURCH ANNEX, GLAZIERS LANE, 

NORMANDY, COMMENCING AT 1220 HOURS 

Present 

Mr Jonathan Lord      Chairman 

Cllr A Cheesman                                         Vice Chairman  

Cllr G Doven      Normandy Parish Council 

Councillor K Witham    SCC 

Mr J Lewis                                     SCC 

Mr S Tarrant      GBC 

Nr N Strudwick     Thames Water 

Mrs E Oliver      Normandy Resident 

Mr Ian Rose      Normandy Resident 

Mr J Sherwood     Normandy Resident 

Mrs R Bailey      Normandy Resident 

Mrs N Armstrong     Normandy Resident 

 

In attendance 

 

Lt Col Leslie G A Clarke    Parish Clerk 

 

1 WELCOME 
The Chairman welcomed all those present and invited each to present 
themselves. 
 

2 APOLOGIES 
No apologies for non attendance were received. 
 

3 MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 26 APRIL 2019 
Members agreed the minutes of the last meeting held on 26 Apr 19 as a true 
record and they were duly signed by the Chairman. 
 

4 
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MATTERS ARISING 
Pipe under the Railway – Beech Lane 
At the 8 Dec 16 meeting (Minute 4a refers) it was reported that Network Rail 
hoped to complete the work in the first six months of 2017. 
At the 3 Nov 17 meeting Mr Tarrant reported that the Environment Agency 
had become involved and that he was hopeful that the matter would be 
resolved soon. 
At the 27 Apr 18 meeting Mr Tarrant reported that a liaison meeting had been 
held with the Environment Agency who estimated that £58K would be 
required to replace the pipe with one of a wider diameter and a business 
case was being prepared which would have to be agreed by SCC as the 
introduction of a larger pipe will increase the flow of water to the possible 
detriment of those further downstream. 
At the same meeting it was noted that, if the pipe is replaced a programme of 
maintenance would be required from Network Rail. 
Mr Tarrant, GBC, also advised that the risk of flooding had been reduced by 
work carried out to date and that he was now trying to obtain funding from the 
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Environment Agency towards the cost of the work required, and that Network 
rail were now denying any responsibility. 
Mr Tarrant reported that he was still trying to obtain an Environment Agency 
grant but considered the likelihood of so doing was remote. 
It was suggested that the Environment Agency, Network Rail, SCC, GBC and 
Normandy Parish Council be approached to ascertain whether they were 
prepared contribute to the £58K that is required. 
Mr Tarrant offered to try to obtain a hopefully, cheaper quote for the required 
work from an officially approved Network Rail contractor. If a substantially 
Lower quote can be obtained then other relevant possible stakeholders will 
be approached for a financial contribution. 
It was agreed that the Forum is unlikely to able obtain funds to meet the 
current quote of £58,000. 
Mr Tarrant, GBC, agreed to revisit the site to re-assess the alleged continuing 
problems and to keep the issue under observation and re-approach the 
Environment Agency regarding funding once other matters have been 
resolved. 
Wyke Farm Lane – Ponding 
At the 8 Dec 16 meeting (Minute 4b refers) Mr Lewis, SCC, reported that he 
would soon be meeting local residents to ascertain the location of the pipe. 
At the 23 Jun 17 meeting, due to the absence of Mr Lewis, the matter was 
deferred to the 16 Nov 17 meeting. 
At the 16 Nov 17 meeting Mr Lewis reported that further progress had been 
made in locating the pipes and he was trying to raise the necessary finance 
for new pipes and ditching, but it is a low priority. 
It was reported that the road was deteriorating due to heavy traffic and 
ponding was occurring after a couple of hours rain. 
At the 26 Apr 19 meeting Mr Lewis reported that there been little change and 
situation was being continually monitored. 
Members RESOLVED that the matter will be on going and should be 
removed from future agendas. 
Lynhurst/Holmbrook, Westwood Lane, Garden Flooding 
At the 27 Apr 18 meeting (Minute 11c refers) thanks were offered to Mr 
Tarrant, GBC, for his excellent work in resolving flooding problems in the 
area. It was reported that many houses in Westwood Lane were suffering 
flooding problems some of which was probably due to root infestation of 
pipes and Mr Tarrant agreed to investigate the problems and to advise 
tenants of the action that they need to take to resolve the issue 
Mr Tarrant reported that the flooding was undoubtedly caused by root 
invasion of the drainage pipes which are the responsibility of the landowners 
not GBC.  
However, he was prepared to offer the assistance of GBC’s contractor to 
resolve the problem, but the cost would be in the order £750 to £1,000 and 
infestation was likely to return in 12 months. 
Mr Tarrant reported that the present clay pipes had been jetted but that they 
needed to replaced with plastic pipes which was under consideration for 
funding. 
Mr Tarrant, GBC, reported that no further progress had been made and as 
the pipes had been jetted and cleared it was not an immediate problem. 
The prospect of fitting new plastic pipes was still under investigation and it 
was observed that under riparian rules it was the responsibility of the 
landowners. 
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5 WANBOROUGH STATION CAR PARK FLOODING 
Members had previously noted that a complaint has been received from 
residents of Glaziers Lane and others in regard to the regular flooding of the 
Station car park. 
Members also noted that the flooding in the car park is a matter for Network 
Rail and South West Trains to resolve and that in this connection the Parish 
Clerk had brought the matter to the attention of their joint operations office 
who have agreed to investigate the problem which was allocated Incident No 
160119-179. 
At the 8 Dec 16 meeting (Minute 5 refers) Members noted that despite 
reminders the flooding had not been alleviated and the Chairman agreed to 
take the issue up with Network Rail. 
At the 3 Nov 17 meeting (Minute 5 refers) the Chairman advised that he 
would be meeting representatives of Network Rail in two weeks and that he 
would raise the issue at that meeting. 
The Chairman and Mr Lewis also notified that they would make a site visit 
following the meeting. 
It was noted that following the last Flood Forum meeting the Chairman and 
Mr Lewis had visited the site and appropriate drains had been identified and 
replaced and seemed to be working well. 
It was noted that despite the work that had been completed earlier in 2018 
the problem had returned which Network Rail are investigating. 
Mr Lord agree to take the issue up with Network Rail again in an effort at 
getting the problem finally resolved. 
Members noted an email, dated 11 Apr 19 from Network Rail which reported 
that some drainage pipes had been removed during the development of 
Algernon Place, other pipes, in addition the outfall of the drainage system 
had been broken. the email further advised that Network Rail are awaiting 
costs to install new equipment. 
It was noted that Network Rail had installed a soak away 
Members RESOLVED that the Clerk should write to Network Rail to ask them 
to introduce a regular leaf removal programme to prevent the new drains 
being blocked by the leaves and to thank them for their work in resolving the 
flooding problems at the Station.. 
 

6 GLAZIERS LANE – SEWAGE FLOODING – AREA OF “POPLARS”. 
At the 16 Nov 18 meeting the issue of non return valves on sewage pipes on 
Glaciers Lane was raised. 
It was noted that Thames Water are undertaking survey work and that it 
seems that the 150mm pipe is too small for the workload and that 43, 45, 47. 
49, 84 and 86 Glaziers Lane were being adversely affected by the problem. 
It was noted that some surface drains were blocked, and SCC agreed to 
investigate. 
At the 26 Apr 19 meeting Mr Lewis, SCC, reported that all drains had been 
jetted and were being monitored 
At the same meeting it was noted that much of the problems rested with 
Thames Water and the Chairman agreed to write to them on the issue. 
Mr Lewis advised that he could not discuss nor comment on the matter of the 
problem outside “Poplars” as a Stage 2 complaint had been raised regarding 
the road flooding issue which prevented him from commenting on the issue. 
It was noted that some pipes had possibly collapsed and that others needed 
to be jetted. 
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It was noted that Thames Water are currently completing large scale works 
over a period of 2 to 3 months to enlarge sewage pipes which would alleviate 
the long sanding problem of sewage flooding in the houses. 
Mr Rose of Poplars, Glaziers Lane, raised the issue of road flooding in the 
area of his property which he considered to be due to collapsed pipes and 
lack of jetting. 

7 PIRBRIGHT ROAD FLOODING 
It was noted that SCC had taken action to reduce the problem by cutting back 
some trees, clearing the ditch but that the drains leading to the ditch now 
needed to be jetted. Mr Lewis, SCC, agreed to investigate and have them 
jetted as soon as possible. 
Mr Lewis, SCC, advised that action was in hand to dig out the ditch and to 
take any further action necessary. 
 

8 HUNTS HILL ROAD   JUNCTION WITH PIRBRIGHT ROAD PONDING 
It was reported that there was severe flooding at the junction. 
Mr Lewis, SCC, agreed to undertake a site visit, 
Mr Lewis, SCC, agreed to investigate further and to report back at the next 
meeting. 
 

9 JUNCTION GLAZIERS LANE/GUILDFORD ROAD – PONDING 
It was reported that severe flooding was occurring at the junction. 
Mr Lewis, SCC, agreed to investigate the problem. 
 

10 GLAZIERS LANE – OPPOSITE HERITAGE COTTAGES SUBSIDENCE 
DUE TO CRUSHED PIPES 
The Clerk reported that there is an ongoing problem that appeared to be 
caused by a collapsed sewage pipe and that each time he reported the 
problem workmen appeared and topped up-the tarmac rather than 
investigate the root cause. 
The Clerk was asked to refer the matter to Mr Strudwick, Thames Water. 
 

11 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Cllr Witham, SCC, reported that Government had introduced a £640M 
scheme to alleviate flooding problems across the country of which SCC 
hoped to, receive £270M.  
 

12 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
It was agreed that the next meeting should be on Fri 24 April 2020 at the 
same venue if possible. 
 

 


